WHO WE ARE

The Seasonal School in Shanghai is the
best thing that happened to me this
year. I was truly happy to meet fantastic
new people who have become close
friends. Our sessions were exciting
each day. I learned so much due to the
well-organized program and interactive
approach.
Begimai Alymbekova, Russia
The discussed agenda at the Seasonal
School in Greece and the well-organized
seminars provided a milestone to
my academic background. And the
international environment and students
from all around the world made it a
competitive, interesting and an addedvalue experience.
Chrysidis Kyriakos, Greece
The GPSS in Cambodia was a worthy
experience considering the critical
knowledge I gained, the various readings I
utilized, the participatory discussions I was
part of, the engaging session my group
delivered and the fun activities, such as
simulation, sport, city tour and more.
Vuthika Hang, Cambodia

CENTER FOR

GLOBAL POLITICS
THIS PROGRAM IS GENEROUSLY FUNDED BY

PARTNER INSTITUTIONS
CAMBODIA
Royal University Phnom Penh
http://www.rupp.edu.kh
CHINA
Fudan University, Shanghai
http://www.fudan.edu.cn
GREECE
Hellenic Foundation for European and
Foreign Policy, Athens
http://www.eliamep.gr
GREECE
University of the Aegean, Department of
Mediterranean Studies, Rhodes
http://www.aegean.gr/aegean/en/intro_en.htm
JORDAN
German Jordanian University, Amman
http://www.gju.edu.jo/
TURKEY
Center for International and European Studies
(CIES), Kadir Has University, Istanbul
http://www.khas.edu.tr/en/cies/
VIETNAM
University of Social Sciences & Humanities,
Vietnam National University, Hanoi
http://www.ussh.vnu.edu.vn/
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Freie Universität Berlin is one of Europe’s leading research
universities. The Center for Global Politics is a pioneer
in blended-learning formats and designed for students,
professionals and leaders who wish to deepen their
understanding of today’s global challenges. It was founded
by Prof. Dr. Klaus Segbers in 2007.

ENGAGING GLOBAL MINDS

GLOBAL POLITICS SEASONAL SCHOOLS

EMBARK ON OUR GLOBAL JOURNEY

EUROPE, ASIA, AND THE MIDDLE EAST

STUDENTS

Global Politics Seasonal Schools are innovative and intensive
short-term certificate programs in various locations all around
the world. Jointly organized by the Center for Global Politics
at Freie Universität Berlin and a renowned partner university
abroad, each school brings together highly qualified students
and first-rate scholars to exchange and debate global political
and economic phenomena.

Lasting up to two weeks, Global Politics Seasonal Schools are held
in dynamic cities like Hanoi, Phnom Penh, Amman, Istanbul, Athens,
Tehran, and Shanghai. The seminars comprise state of the art teaching
methods, ranging from working groups to simulation games and
online discussions. Outside the classroom, we offer an exciting
supporting program, including company visits, roundtable discussions
with experts, and excursions.

Up to 30 participants are admitted to each Seasonal School. The
majority of seats are reserved for applicants from the partner
countries and that region but a small number of students
from Germany and other countries are also admitted. After
completing their course, students are welcome to join our active
network of over 850 alumni from all around the world.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY

INNOVATIVE CURRICULUM

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

Our Seasonal Schools are an enriching learning
experience, enabling you to:

We develop each Seasonal School in close
cooperation with the partner universities and
public and private organizations. The curriculum
encompasses varying topics reflecting current
developments and debates in global politics. In
addition to covering issues specific to respective host
countries and their regions, the courses address the
following themes:

If you are interested in joining one of our Seasonal
Schools, you will need to satisfy these requirements:

ıı Improve your analytical skills and gain in-depth
knowledge of important topics in global politics
ıı Earn an internationally recognized certificate
from a top university worth 3 - 5 ECTS credit
points
ıı Learn about new careers with global companies
or academic training options

ıı New Approaches to Global Politics

ıı Meet advanced students, young professionals,
scholars and experts from around the world in
some of the most fascinating cities

ıı Conflict Resolution

ıı Join our dynamic alumni network and remain
connected through regional alumni meetings
and our active online community

ıı EU Integration and External Relations
ıı Civil Society
ıı Reconciliation processes
ıı Media and International Politics
ıı Global City Regions

ıı A first degree (B.A. or equivalent) in Political Science,
International Relations or a related subject
ıı Proficiency in English
ıı Strong interest in an internationally oriented career

CONTACT
Global Politics Seasonal Schools Program Director:
Prof. Dr. Klaus Segbers
Center for Global Politics
Freie Universität Berlin
Senior Program Manager:
Garystr. 55, 14195 Berlin
Lydia Tetzner
Phone:
Email:

+49 30 838 59793
seasonal-schools@global-politics.org

ıı www.seasonal-schools.org
ıı www.global-politics.org
ıı www.fu-berlin.de
ıı blog: www.global-matters.org

